case study:

Underwriters Laboratories

situation:		 UL is the most thorough, knowledgeable and high quality safety certification firm in
the world. But over the last five years was facing growing competition from cheaper,
faster competitors in the global marketplace, and diminishing brand awareness from
manufacturers, retailers and ultimately the younger public. The new brand needed to:
• Revamp and revitalize a 90-year-old brand
• Address uncontrolled formats, multiple communication styles and nomenclatures
at over 20 worldwide offices
• Be global in application
• Move UL to the top of the market as the leader in its industry
process:

• Initial Interviews with marketing staff, employees, customers and industry peers
• Working with multiple UL offices and types of projects, compiled a series of brand
inconsistencies and conflicts to resolve
• From supplied rough formats, developed tight, usable documents for hundreds of
communications from low end to high end, from print to web to advertising to display

solution:

• Created the first major change to UL master brand in 90 years, became the precursor
for the final new brand
• Created a concise, simple to apply color palette — introduced yellow, a prime safety
color, as one of four corporate colors
• Introduced ‘people, their customers’, as an image requisite to their branded materials
• Created actionable guidelines for applying the new brand to multiple formats

results:

• By developing redesign solutions for real-life UL communications, projects were
completed at the same time that brand development and implementation issues
were resolved
• Over two-year period BDi has become the preferred “agency of record” for UL,
developing branded communications, advertising, web and exhibit promotions for
national and international offices, services, and corporate communications
• UL internal brand manager could rely on BDi to accurately and effectively apply
the brand to communications projects unforeseen by original brand developers
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On the Cutting Edge
UL research programs address key safety issues
by Tom Chapin

For over 113 years Underwriters
Laboratories (UL) has been researching
ways to increase public safety and
reduce tragedies related to fire, shock
and personal injury hazards. Over a
century ago the new, untested electrical
industry burst onto the scene, it’s
progress initially marked by building fires
and electrocutions due to a lack of
adequate safety testing and

Contact UL
For more information related to UL’s global
water product certification program:
T:: 800.392.5227
E:: WaterQualityMark@us.ul.com
W:: www.ul.com/water

requirements. UL’s early research into
electrical safety and the subsequent
development of safety standards directly
impacted the lives of generations in public
and private spheres.
Since then, UL’s research has continued
to advance public safety in multiple
arenas, though one might think that over
100 years of safety research would

reduce the need for modern-day safety
research. Nothing could be further
from the truth.
UL’s research efforts have expanded
to cover a number of key initiatives.
Donald J. Talka, vice president and chief
engineer, says, “UL is proud of its history
of research contributions, both singly
and in collaboration with likeminded
(continued on page 4)
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Underwriters Laboratories (UL) is an independent, not-for-profit
product safety testing and certification organization. Founded in
1894, UL has earned a reputation as a global leader in product
safety standards development, testing and certification.
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